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Valencia Health Agency Optimizes
Economic and Logistics Management of
Central Services and Health Departments
Capgemini collaborates with Autonomous Community
of Valencia Health Agency to implement the Orión Logis
Department Application within the framework of the Health
Information Systems revamping plan
The Situation
One of Valencia Health Agency’s
strategic actions, as part of the Health
Information Systems revamping plan,
is the implementation of the Orión
Logis project as a system integrating
the Central Services Economic
Management, Procurement and
Logistics Departments and the Health
Departments.
The following objectives are set under
this strategy:
n implement an application ensuring
the use of standard business
processes
n make it possible to readily adapt to
the sector’s special needs
n unify department management
to better calculate management
indicators
n facilitate integration with other
Valencia Health Service or particular
department management
systems

“

Thanks to this project
we have revamped and improved our
logistics department management
procedures by doing away with hard
copy order forms.

”

Rosanna Sabater, Planning &
Coordination Service, Valencia Health Agency

(such as Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI), automated warehouses,
product catalogs, patient
information system, and official
medical association registry).
The Solution
To meet these objectives, Capgemini
recommended that Valencia Health
Agency implements the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) Oracle
eBusiness Suite (OeBS). This
application makes it possible to cover
centralized catalog, contracting,
procurement and invoicing,
warehouse management, and fixed
asset and maintenance files, making
their optimization possible through
the use of standard processes
adapted to Valencia Health
Agency’s specific
needs.

Public Sector

From the standpoint of the Departments,
the solution provides the following benefits:
n availing of one single department
management information application
n reducing “hard copy”
correspondence to the benefit of
electronic communication (such as
EDI, requests by staff, corrective
maintenance requests)
n real-time logistics status monitoring,
reducing stocks and minimizing
incidents due to stock running out.
Some of the data reflecting the degree
of implementation are as follows:
n Central Services and six Departments
already implemented, plus two
medium-to-long-stay hospitals and
two healthcare institutions
n 2,000 users
n 80,000 pharmaceutical products
and items stocked
n 700 warehouses (hospitals and
healthcare centers)
n 1,800 order lines daily
n 13,000 consumption movements daily.

One of the key factors for the project’s
success has been the management
of the organization change in the
Departments due to the impact which
a solution of this type has on the
tools, the management processes and
the users’ way of working.
OeBS and Rightshore® Center of
Excellence
Capgemini has a unique focus for
industrializing OeBS implementations
based on a Center of Excellence
integrating the business functions

and technologies into the information
management systems. Spain’s East
Coast Center of Excellence brings
together over 30 professionals
highly qualified in all of the business
processes and stages of the project
lifecycle. The ERP unit additionally has
over 150 consultants incorporated into
the global healthcare center network.
For providing fast, high quality and
cost-effective OeBS solution delivery,
we have developed a number of
accelerators based on the combined
experience gained by our experts in
business, technology and development
through different strategic projects.
The Center of Excellence is committed
to vertical solutions such as the health
industry, where Capgemini has acquired
top level expertise and know-how in
emblematic projects, enabling it to
export best practices globally, adapting
to each specific case and making
certain that the levels of service for
each client are continually improved.

About Capgemini and the
Collaborative Business ExperienceTM

Capgemini, one of the world’s
foremost providers of consulting,
technology and outsourcing services,
enables its clients to transform and
perform through technologies. Capgemini
provides its clients with insights and
capabilities that boost their freedom to
achieve superior results through a unique
way of working, the Collaborative
Business ExperienceTM. The Group relies
on its global delivery model called
Capgemini Spain
Public Sector
Healthcare
ERP
Oracle
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The Valencia Health Agency is an
Autonomous Community of Valencia public
enterprise operating under the Autonomous
Community Health Department. The agency
provides care for a population nearing
5,200,000 inhabitants, organized into 24
Health Departments.

Rightshore®, which aims to get the right
balance of the best talent from multiple
locations, working as one team to create
and deliver the optimum solution for
clients. Present in 40 countries,
Capgemini reported 2010 global revenues
of EUR 8.7 billion and employs over
112,000 people worldwide.
More information is available at
www.capgemini.com
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Staffed by 58,000 – 60,000 employees, around
12,000 are non-healthcare professionals.
These figures place the Orión Logis project
in the Valencia Health Agency and in the
nationwide context as one of the major
logistics and economic management projects in
the healthcare industry, standing as proof of
the Valencia Health Agency’s commitment to
optimization and efficiency-oriented ICTs.
www.skejby.dk/
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The Result
Implementing the Orión Logis project
has enabled Valencia Health Agency
to avail of a centralized management
solution such that:
n management processes are
standardized
n a single item of data is maintained
when mining information
n centralized contracts can be managed
n integration with other systems is
facilitated
n evolution is facilitated, on a
standard, centralized solution
n the solution can readily be adapted
to future needs.

How Valencia Health Agency and
Capgemini Worked Together
The project began with a joint
business study with the key Valencia
Health Agency users, analyzing
each one of the processes in the
aforementioned management areas for
the purpose of setting out a solution
valid for all of the departments. Next,
the implementation of the solution in
Central Services and four representative
pilot departments was undertaken.

®

The model chosen is centralized
implementation, guaranteeing secure,
precise access to the information, ensuring
information integrity and making it
possible for this information to be shared
among everyone in the organization. In
turn, it has a suite of integrations with
Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) and Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) standards, facilitating
integration with all of the other
Valencia Health Agency systems also
involved in the management processes.

the way we do it

